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Downloading life is much easier when you use one of the best free torrent clients. Grabbing directly from a server often means long wait times and slow speeds, especially if you’re competing with other users for bandwidth.With one of these free torrent clients however, downloading times are much faster thanks to the fact that the client will grab
parts of that file from multiple sources and put it together so that instead of getting it from one source, you’re getting from several at once. From our experience using and testing many torrent clients, we’ve found the ones below to be the best of the best. And, we’ve highlighted what we like and dislike with each to point you to the one that meets
your needs best. That includes considering user experience, bloatware or ads which you can sometimes circumvent with some of the best VPNs for torrenting, and even integration with other apps. We’ve also linked to our in-depth reviews for your reference.There are options that are streamlined for those that just want to get started without fuss as
well as ones with more advanced features. But, no matter which free torrent client you choose, they’ll help you download and manage large file. Just make sure to invest in one of the best external hard drives to store your digital haul. And, if you’re hoping to grab a streaming video from somewhere online, consider a free YouTube downloader app
instead.The best free torrent clients 2022(Image credit: The qBittorrent Project; Shutterstock)Operating system: Windows, macOS, Linux | Features: Built-in RSS feed support, built-in search engineNo advertisementsHandy extra toolsNo bundled softwareFewer extensions than someqBittorrent is the perfect compromise. Some torrent clients offer
every function imaginable while others keep things as simple as possible. This free torrent client, on the other hand, sits right in the middle, aiming to "meet the needs of most users while using as little CPU and memory as possible."It boasts an integrated torrent search engine, media player, encryption, prioritisation of torrents and the files within
those torrents, IP filtering and torrent creation, and it's the closest open source, junk-free equivalent to uTorrent. It also offers a minimalist and ad-free user interface, which we found to be easy to use and download content off the internet. During our testing, it's proven to be secure as well, which isn't surprising because it is an open-source software.
If you're looking for a cross-platform torrent client that covers the essentials without getting overly complicated, qBittorrent is great.Read our full qBittorrent review(Image credit: Azureus Software Inc; Shutterstock)Operating system: Windows | Features: Built-in search functionClear, well designed interfaceExpandable via pluginsContains
adsBundled antivirus trialVuze (formerly Azureus) claims to be the most powerful BitTorrent client on Earth. We're not sure how it ranks on other planets, but it's certainly a serious contender for that title. There are two flavours: the stripped-back Vuze Leap, and the fully fledged Vuze Plus. Both offer torrent download, media playback and support
for magnet file links, but Vuze Plus adds integrated virus protection and the ability to preview media files.One of Vuze's key selling points is its interface, which we found during testing to slice through jargon and make even the more advanced features accessible to new users. In fact, setting up Vuze is extremely easy, even for first-timers. Vuze also
offers bandwidth limiting, IP filtering, and all the other features you'd expect from a robust torrent client. Definitely one of the first options to consider.Read our full Vuze review(Image credit: Deluge; Shutterstock)Operating system: Windows, macOS, Linux | Features: Can be customized to a great extent with different pluginsCross
platformExpandable via pluginsBrowser integrationInterface is a little sparseDeluge has been around forever, and it can be as simple or as powerful as you want it to be, making it one of the most versatile free torrent clients out there. That's because it's extendable via plug-ins. During testing, we found that to be its greatest strength, being
customizable with the help of different plugins. That effectively enables you to build your own personalised version of Deluge.Fancy something that resembles uTorrent without the unwanted software? No problem. Want to add alphabetical downloading, move downloaded files to specific directories according to the file type, adjust speed according to
network conditions, create pretty graphs, schedule everything, integrate with Chrome or Firefox, or batch-rename downloads? That's not a problem either. And, while it may look plain and slightly outdated, especially next to Vuze and other rivals, it's simple interface and wide-ranging features allow it to hold its own.Read our full Deluge review(Image
credit: BitTorrent; Shutterstock)Operating system: Windows, macOS, AndroidDownload schedulingVery smallRuns on the webContains adsAdditional bundled softwareuTorrent, also known as µTorrent, has been around since 2005 and it's the most widely used free torrent client outside China. It's attracted some criticism over the years, however: it's
ad-supported and many users argue that the most recent versions are a little too heavy on the advertising and bundled software front. Make sure you read each step of the installer carefully and uncheck any software you don't want to install.That aside, uTorrent is useful, effective and doesn't gobble up too much of your system's resources: the entire
app mainly runs in your web browser. Although it isn't the official BitTorrent app, it's been maintained by BitTorrent for the last decade.It's worth noting that uTorrent has a record of security problems, the most recent of which had the potential to let hackers control key functions of the client and spy on users' downloads. BitTorrent has since
released a patch for the vulnerability.Read our full uTorrent review(Image credit: BitTorrent; Shutterstock)Operating system: Windows, macOS, AndroidSimple to configureDownload schedulingVery smallContains adsYou might be wondering why BitTorrent has its own torrent client when it also maintains uTorrent – especially when the BitTorrent
app is a rebranded version of uTorrent. Are you still following us? However, while the apps are functionally identical there are a few key differences: BitTorrent offers web-based seeding, commenting and reviewing, and you may find that the BitTorrent client is welcomed by private trackers that don't like uTorrent. Still, if you’re looking for a free
torrent client, uTorrent is a great option – could be a good choice if you're new to torrenting and want a client that will give you an easy introduction. We found it to be very simple and easy to use as well during testing, benefitting from a clean yet visually appealing interface with plenty of options. Meanwhile Impressive performance levels help to
make for an enjoyable experience.Read our full BitTorrent reviewTorrents have a bad reputation due to piracy, but they aren't illegal in themselves and have lots of legitimate uses, including downloading open source software and material that's in the public domain. It all depends on the content you're downloading. Provided the copyright holder has
given permission for the file to be shared this way it's fine, but using torrents to download content you'd otherwise have to pay for is not legal. If you could create your own photo editing software, it would work like this. Whether it’s quick corrections, delicate retouching, or immersing yourself in complex fine art with hundreds of layers, Affinity Photo
has you covered. Affinity Photo has become the first choice for photography and creative professionals around the world, who love its speed, power and precision. Born to work hand-in-hand with the latest powerful computer technology, it’s the only fully-loaded photo editor integrated across macOS, Windows and iOS. The raw power under the hood
of Affinity Photo will leave you amazed at how quickly you can work. Watch your edits render in real time and dive into the huge toolset, tailored to the demands of a professional workflow. + Live, real time editing + Massive image support (100+ Megapixels) + Super smooth pan and zoom at 60fps + Open and edit PSD and PSB files + PSD smart
object import + Support for the most complex vector docs + Studio presets for the UI layout and other timesaving tools Whether you want to make quick corrections, or spend time on a detailed retouch, Affinity Photo has a complete set of retouching tools and dedicated features to help. + Smooth and retouch skin with frequency separation + Dodge,
burn, clone, patch and blemish removal tools + Dedicated liquify workspace for sculpting features + Remove unwanted objects with the magical inpainting brush + Correct colour casts, enhance infrared imagery and augment live filters with new divide blend mode Effects like blurs, lighting, distortions and perspective corrections can all be applied
as non-destructive live filter layers. This means you can erase away from them, mask them, reorder them and adjust parameters at any time. It’s a completely new way to work. + Add filter effects non-destructively + Apply to single layers or over a whole layer stack + Mask and erase areas after they have been applied + Add live liquify layer + Live
full resolution preview at all times Shoot in RAW and enjoy an end-to-end 16-bit, super smooth experience in Affinity Photo. Bring out all the details, and control those finer corrections to take that perfect shot to another level. + Professional lens corrections + Adjust exposure, blackpoint, white balance and much more + View histograms, blown
highlights, shadows and tones + View and edit EXIF information + Best in class noise reduction and hot pixel removal + Import XMP files (metadata only) + Edit metadata + Batch copyright and rights information With support for limitless layers, Affinity Photo provides a full library of adjustments, effects and live filters, all of which can be grouped,
clipped, masked or blended together to create incredibly complex image compositions. + Unlimited layers + Layer effects + Live blend modes + Mask & clipping layers + Vector and text tools Affinity Photo’s super smooth brush engine and advanced dynamics offers the most fluid and natural painting experience available. + Huge library of brushes
included + Create custom brushes with advanced dynamics + Combine multiple brushes together in a single stroke + Full support for Wacom and other graphics tablets + Full support for Apple Pencil (iPad version) + Import .abr brush files + Create brushes from current pixel selection Get perfect panoramas every time with Affinity Photo’s
advanced stitching algorithm, including automatic image alignment and full perspective corrections. Achieve a level of accuracy you never thought possible with Affinity Photo’s advanced selection refinement algorithms. Whether cutting out objects, creating masks or selectively applying adjustments, you can make extremely precise selections – even
down to individual strands of hair – with ease. + Selection brush & magic wand + Marquee and lasso tools + Advance selection refinement + Paint to select + Pen tool Affinity Photo’s HDR algorithm creates incredibly natural-looking images enabling you to unlock the full dynamic range of the scene. You can work natively with the full 32-bit image,
or use extensive tone mapping facilities for beautiful results. + Unlimited source images + Full tone mapping controls + Merge directly from RAW + Alignment and perspective correction Expertly merge multiple images taken at different focal distances for detailed macro photography results. Affinity Photo takes care of the alignment and completes
a deep analysis to determine the best areas of each image to use. Explore a range of diverse typographical designs by adding text along a path. Create a path from any line, curve or shape drawn with any of the line or shape tools. Add a fixed size bitmap layer that repeats across your entire document. These pattern layers can be painted on, masked,
manipulated with filters and transformed non-destructively – all while you watch the resulting pattern come to life in real-time. The only photo editing tool to offer full end-to-end 32-bit workflow for working on HDR images, renders, textures or exports from 3D software. + OpenEXR and Radiance HDR support + Import OpenColorIO configurations +
HDR / EDR monitor support The first professional photo editing application with full editing power and 100% file format compatibility across Windows, Mac and iPad allowing you to work with the same file across any device. Best-in-class PSD Import/Export And the best part? You can own Affinity Photo for just €54.99 on Windows or Mac or €21.99 on
iPad — subscription free. Also available from Microsoft Store
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